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1. Introduction. In an earlier paper (Fusion of the existing Theories 
of the Irrational Number into a New Theory) I have shown that the 
different theories of the irrational number may be simplified so that they 
only consist of the proofs of the following properties : 

a. For any two real numbers a and {J one and only one of the three 
relations a = {J, a > {J, {J > a holds good. 

b. If a> {J and {J> y. we have a> y. 

c. If a is a real number. there always exists a rational number > ·a. 
d. If a is a real number. there always exists a rational number < a. 
e. If a > {J. there always exists a rational number c. so that a > c> {J. 
f. For the system of the real numbers the theorem of the upper 

boundary holds good. 
In this way the further discussion of addition and multiplication is 

made independent of any special theory of the irrational number and 
is based on the above mentioned properties. 

The aim of this paper is to show how the different theories of the 
irrational number are connected and to prove the completeness of the 
system of the real numbers. We shall also give a simple proof of the 
possibility to extend the system of the rational numbers in such a way 
that the proper ties a.-f. hold good (cf. nO. 2-5); this proof. slightly 
altered. may serve at the same time to demonstrate the completeness of 
the system of the real numbers (cf. nO. 13). 

2. Building of a system of real numbers.· In several ways the 
system of the rational numbers can be extended to a system for which 
the properties a.-f. mentioned in nO. 1 hold good. We shall do it here 
in a way which differs from the usual theories of the irrational number 
and which has some resemblance to the theories of DEDEKIND and 
BAUDET. 

By a dass we understand a set of rational numbers that is not empty. 
does not contain every rational number. has no greatest number and 
has the property that a rational number which is less than a number 
of the set. likewise belongs to the set. From this it follows immediately 
that a number of a class is less than a rational number that does not 
belong to the class and that a rational number which is greater than a 
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tatianal number that does not belang ta the class. does not belang ta 
the class either. 

If one of the rational numbers that do not belong to the class is the 
smallest and if a is this smallest number. the class consists of the rational 
numbers < a. In this case we call the class rational. 

We consider the classes as numbers (real numbers) and different classes 
as different numbers. By assuming that a ratianal class must be identi{ied 
with the smallest ratianal number that does not belang ta it. also the 
rational numbers are contained in the new system of numbers. 

3. We caB a class K greater than a class L. if K cantains a number 
a that does not belang ta L. In this case a number b of L is < a. hence 
a number of K. so that the relation L > K is not satisfied. Accardingly 
far twa classes K and L ane and anly ane of the three relatians K = L 
(which means that the classes K and L are identical). K > L. K < L 
halds gaad. 

If the classes K and L are both rational. with k. resp. I, as smallest 
rational numbers that do not belong to them. and if k > I. I is a number 
of K that does not belong to L. Consequently K > L. sa that the new 
de{initian of greater applied ta twa ratianal numbers. leads ta the same 
result as the aid de{initian. 

4. A class K is built of the ratianal numbers < K. 
Por if a is a number of K, a < K. as a does not belong to the class 

formed by the rational numbers < a. If. inversely. a is a rational number 
< K, there exists a rational number b which belongs to K but not to 
the class of the rational numbers < a; accordingly a -= b, so that a 
belongs to K (because b belongs to it) . 

5. Proofs of the properties mentioned in nO. 1. Praaf of a . The 
validity of a . is apparent from nO. 3. 

Praaf of b. If K. Land M are classes that satisfy the relations K > L 
and L > M. there exists a rational number a which belongs to K but 
not to Land a rational number b which belongs to L but not to M. 
b < a so that b belongs to K. As b does not belong to M we have 
K > M. 

Praaf of c. Let K be a class. a a rational number that does not belong 
to K. and b a rational number > a. In this case the number a belongs 
to the class of the rational numbers < b but not to K. so that b > K. 

Praaf of d . If K is a class and c a number of K. we have c < K 
(see the property of nO. 4). 

Praaf of e. Let K and L be classes th at satisfy K > Land let a be 
a number of K that does not belong ta L. As K has no greatest number. 
th ere is a rational number c that is > a and belongs to K. This number 
c does not belong to L. As a belongs to the class of the rational numbers 
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< c. we have c > L. From the property of nO. 4 it ensues further that 
c < K. 

Praof of f. Let V be a non~empty set of real numbers all of which 
are smaller than the real number M. We form the set B of the rational 
numbers that are smaller than a number of V. According to d. this set 
is not empty. According to c. there is a rational number > M; according 
to b. this does not belong to B. IE b is a number of Band v a number 
of V which is > b. according to e. th ere is a rational number c so that 
b < c < v; as c is a number of B, B has no greatest number. As moreover 
a rational number which is smaller than a number of B. evidently also 
belongs to B. B is a class. We shall now show that B is the upper 
boundary of V. 

Let v be a number of V which is > B. Then there is a rational number 
c so that B < c < v. This number c belongs to the class B (as c < v) 
so that B < c is in conflict with the property of nO. 4. Accordingly a 
number of V which is > B. does not exist. 

Let C be a real number < B. There is a rational number a so that 
C < a < B. According to the property of nO. 4 a is a number of the 
class B so that a is smaller than a number of V. This number of V 
is also greater than C. 

6. Similar systems. A system of real numbers which contains all 
rational numbers and for which the properties a.-e. mentioned in nO. 1 
hold good. we shall briefly call a system. 

We shall call two systems S and S' similar if such a (J. l)~correspondence 
can be established between the numbers of S and those of S' that the 
following two proper ties are valid: 

1°. the rational numbers correspond to themselves; 
2°. if a and {3 are two numbers of S sa that a> {3, and if a' and {3' 

are the corresponding numbers of S', we have a' > {3'. 
We shall call a correspondence that has this property. a representation 

of one system on the other. 
The similitude of systems is commutative and transitive. Every system 

is similar to itself as we can make every number of the system corre
spond to itself (identical representation). 

7. If S and S' are two similar systems. in the representation of S on 
s' the comman numbers of the two systems correspond to themselves. 
We suppose that for two common numbers the relation "greater" is 
the same in the two systems. 

Let a be a number that belongs to the two systems and a' the number 
of S' which correspond to a (as number of S). As a and a' both belong 
to S'. we have a' > a. a' < a or a' = a. IE a' > a there is a rational 
number b so that a' > b > a. From a < b (numbers of S) follows a' < b 
(corresponding numbers of S') in contradiction to a' > b. In the same 
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way a' < a leads to an absurdity so that a' = a and, accordingly. 
a corresponds to itself. 

Immediate consequenees of this theorem are: 
the only representation of a system on itself is the identical one; 
two systems cannot be represented on each other in more than one way; 
a system is not similar to a real part of itself 

8. Owing to the eommutativity and the transitivity of similitude we 
can form a set of systems any two of which are similar. We can uni te 
the corresponding numbers of these systems to one conception and 
consider this as a "number" of which the said corresponding numbers 
are the representatives. 

For according to what was found in nO. 7 no two of these corre~ 
sponding numbers are different numbers of the same system so that a 
"number" in the new sense does not get two unequal numbers of an 
already existing system as representatives. As the relation "greater" 
remains unchanged by the representation. it does not matter from which 
system we derive the representatives if we have to judge which number 
is greater. 

In the indicated way similar systems may be united to one system. 
By so doing the differenee between similar systems disappears entirely 
as this difference only consists in the names that are given to the 
numbers or in the way in which they are indicated. 

9. Systems for which the theorem of the upper boundary is valid. 
We prove : 

two systems S and S' for which the theorem of the upper boundary 
is va lid. are similar. 

Let a be a number of S and A the set of the rational numbers < a. 
In S the number a is the upper boundary of A; for in the first plaee 
A has no number > a; if y is a number of S that is < a. there is a 
rationa! number a so that y < a < a; hence a is a number of A that 
is > i '. The set A has also an upper boundary in S'; we shall call 
this a'. We shall make this number a' eorrespond to a . 

Let (J be another number of S and suppose a < (J . In the same way 
from (J we can derive a number {J ' of S'. which we shall make corre~ 
spond to {J. Now we can choose the rational numbers pand q su eh 
that a < p < q < {J. As {J' is the upper boundary in S' of the set B of 
the rational numbers < {J , and as q belongs to B. we have q --= {J'. As 
p > a a rational number > p is also > a. hence not a number of A; 
accordingly A does not contain any number > p, so that p =- a'; for 
p < a' is contradictory to the fact that a' is the upper boundary of A 
in S '. From q --= {J'. p =- a' and p < q we may further conclude that 
a' < {J' . Consequently to unequal numbers of S there eorrespond unequal 
numbers of S'. 
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A number a of A is :=0:: a'; however. a = a' is excluded as A has no 
greatest number; a number of A is. therefore. < a'. If. inversely. a is 
a rational number < a'. A contains such a number al that al > a (as 
a' is the upper boundary of A in S'); this number al satisfies the relation 
a < al < a. so that a < a and a is a number of A. The set A is. 
accordingly. the same as that of the rational numbers < a'. Hence to 
any number a' of S' th ere corresponds a number a of S. viz. the upper 
boundary in S of the set of the rational numbers < a'. 

In the indicated way we get a (1.1 )-correspondence between the 
numbers of S and those of S' for which the property 2° of nO. 6 holds 
good. If a is a rational number. a is the upper boundary in S' of the 
set of the rational numbers < a; hence the correspondence has also the 
property 1 ° of nO. 6. so that this correspondence is a representation of 
S on S'. 

10. If we extend the system of the rational numbers to a system S 
for which the properties a.-f. of nO. 1 hold good. and if we omit 
irrational numbers and add irrational numbers so that a system S' arises 
for which the said properties likewise hold good, the systems S and S' 
can be represented on each other (according to the theorem of nO. 9). 
According to the theorem of nO. 7 the omitted numbers correspond to 
the added ones. This shows that the transition from S to S' only consists 
in this that numbers are omitted and afterwards added again ander 
another name, for instanee that the irrational numbers according to the 
theory of CANTOR are omitted and the irrational numbers according to 
the theory of DEDEKIND are added. 

11. Completeness of a system of numbers for which the theorem 
of the upper boundary holds good. We have: 

to a system S for which the theorem of the upper boundary holds 
good. not a single number can be added if we want the properties 
a.-e. of nO. 1 to remain valid af ter the addition and also the relation 
"greater" to remain unchanged for two numbers of S. 

Suppose that S may be extended to the system S' (with conservation 
of the properties a.-e. of nO. 1). Let a' be a number of S' that does 
not belong to S and A the set of the rational numbers < a'. This set 
has an upper boundary a in S; this number (l also belongs to S'. As a' 

does not belong to S. we have a < a' or a > a'. 
If a < a' and if p is a rational number so that a < p < a'. p is a 

number of A and hence p > a is contradictory to the fact thata is the 
upper boundary of A in S. If a > a' and if p is a rational number so 
that a > p > a'. it follows from p < a that there is a number a of A 
greater than p; from a > pand p > a' follows a > a'. in contradiction 
to the definition of A. Hence in both cases we arrive at an absurdity. 
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12. The th eo rem of nO. 11 shows that we cannat amit any number 
from the system S cansidered there, if we want the properties a.-f. of 
nO. 1 ta remain va lid. For the application of the th eo rem of nO. 11 to 
the system th at arises from S through the omission of numbers would 
lead to a contradiction. 

13. Theorem of completeness. We understand by this: 
far a system that is not liable to extension if we want the properties 

a.-e. of nO. 1 to remain valid, the thearem of the upper boundary halds 
good. 

We mean, of course, such an extension that the relation "greater" 
far the numbers of the ariginal system remains unchanged. 

We shall extend the system S by forming classes. In deviation from 
nO. 2 we shall now understand by a class a set of numbers of S which 
is not empty , does not cantain every number of S, has na greatest 
number and has the property that a number of S which is smaller than 
a number of the set, likewise belangs ta the set. 

IE among the numbers of S that do not belong to the class there is 
a smallest a, the class consists of the numbers of S which are < a. 

We shall consider the classes formed in this way as numbers of a new 
system S' where we identify the class of the numbers of S which are 
< a (a is a number of S) with a . In this way the numbers of S are 
also contained in S'. 

IE K and L are two classes, we give the same definition of K > L 
as in nO. 3. In the same way as th ere it appears that the definitian of 
greater which is valid in S', applied to two numbers of S, leads ta the 
same result as the definitian which halds good in S. Accordingly for 
the system S' the property a. of nO. 1 is valid. 

The validity of the property b. of nO. 1 for the system S' is proved 
as in nO. 5. 

IE K is a class, b a number of S that does not belong to K. and c 
a rational number > b, we have c > K (property c. of nO. 1). IE a is a 
number of K and d a rational number < a, we have d < K (property 
d. of nO. 1). 

Let K and L be two classes so that K > Land let a be a number of 
K th at does not belong to L. The class K contains a number b > a. IE 
c is a rational number so th at b > c > a, we have K > c > L (property 
e. of nO. 1). 

Let V be a non~empty set of numbers of S' all of which are smaller 
than the number M of S'. We shall now build the set B of the numbers 
of S that are smaller than a number of V. Just as in nO. 5 it appears 
that B is a class so that B is a number of S'. If v is a number of V 
which is > B, there is a rational number c (hen ce a number of S) so that 
B < c < v; according to c < v c is a number of Band from B < c it 
follows that c is not a number of B; consequently v > B is impossible. 
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If C is a number of S' which is < Band if a is a rational number so 
that C < a < B, a is a number of B. hence a. and also C. is smaller 
than a number of V. This shows that B is the upper boundary of V 
in S', so that for the system S' also the property f. of nO. 1 (theorem 
of the upper boundary) holds good. 

As for the system S' the properties a.-e. of nO. 1 are valid. S' is a 
system as defined in nO. 6. It is further evident from the suppositions 
of the theorem of completeness. that the systems S and S' are identical. 
As the th eo rem of the upper boundary holds good for S', this is also 
valid for S. 

14. The theorem of nO. 13 together with that of nO. 11 (of which it 
is the converse) shows. that it amounts to the same if we say of a 
system that the theorem of the upper boundary ho/ds good for it or 
that a further extension of the system is impossible. We can also say 
that the condition that is necessary and sufficient for the impossibility 
of a further extension of the system, is the validity for that system ot 
the theorem of the upper boundary. It follows further from the theorem 
of nO. 9 that two systems which are not liable to extension (with 
conservation of the properties a.-e. of nO. 1) are similar. 

15. A system Scan be completed in the way indicated in nO. 13 to 
a system for which the th eo rem of the upper boundary holds good. 
Prom this in connection with the above it is evident that: 

a system S is a part of the system of the real numbers and a real 
part or not according as an extension of S (with conservation of the 
properties a.-e. of nO. 1) is possible or impossible. hence according as 
the theorem of the upper boundary holds not good for S or holds good. 

This means that S is similar to a part of any system for which the 
theorem of the upper boundary holds good. 




